
 

KidTrek© 

TUTORING 

PLANNING 
THE FIRST MONTH PLAN FOR YOUR KIDTREK CENTER 
 

 Day One 
 

 Read Aloud  

 Use Guided listening questions 
 

 Day Two 
 

 Have the kids do the math pages.  Have all kids begin at the beginning.  Don’t 
assume that because they are in the sixth grade, they can add and subtract.  Math 
pages are provided (see page 49 SM, 60 DM). 

 If a kid finishes before everyone else, have some work pages or coloring pages for 
him/her to do.  Do not let him/her play or the other kids will rush through their pages 
so they can play. 
 

 Day Three 
 

 Chart a story with the whole group about why they want to come to the KidTrek 
Center  (see page 17 SM, 28 DM). 

 If you have volunteers, have them begin testing the kids on the sounds.  (See page 
29 SM, 40 DM.) 
 

 Day Four 
 

 Continue testing kids on the sounds, 

 Have independent study activities for the kids to do on their own. 
Suggestion: Game Center  (See page 12 SM, 23 DM.) 

 

 Day Five 
 

 Have kids begin working on the appropriate math levels. 
 

 Day Six 
 

 Teach them how to play Rhythms. 

 Teach a new memory verse using the memory game.  Discuss what the memory 
verse means.  Remember that memorizing helps connect the neurological pathways. 
 

 
Plan to do Read Alouds until you are 
prepared to move ahead. 
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THE FIRST MONTH PLAN FOR YOUR KIDTREK CENTER - Continued 
 

 Day Seven 
 

 Continue testing the kids on sounds. 

 Have independent study activities. 
 

 Day Eight 
 

 Have a volunteer do a Read Aloud with Guided Listening questions.  If there are not 
enough volunteers for each class, have the kids work on independent projects.   

 The Secondary-Nurturer begins testing the kids on reading.  Have an age-
appropriate book for the kids to read to you while you do the Miscue Analysis.  Try to 
do two kids a day. 
 

 Day Nine 
 

 Chart a story about the first two weeks of the KidTrek Center. 
 

 Day Ten 
 

 The Secondary-Nurturer tests the kids’ reading.  Have an age-appropriate book for 
the kids to read to you while you do the Miscue Analysis. 

 

 While the Secondary-Nurturer works with the first kid, have the other kids work in 
pairs. 

The following are some activities for them: 
 

 Draw pictures for the big book. 

 Work on math manipulatives. 

 Make something with Lego blocks. 

 Read to each other.  If they can’t read the words, they can make up a story 
just by looking at the pictures. 

 Make an alphabet book.  Write the letter at the top of an 8½  x 11 page.  
Then cut out pictures from magazines of objects that begin with that letter.  
Example: A - apple, angel, artist; B - ball, balloon, belt.  If you work with an 
older group, tell them that they are making the booklets to be used by the 
kindergartners and first graders. 
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 Play the SAME and DIFFERENT game. 
 

 Collect all different kinds of objects and also make pictures.   

 There should be two of each item. 

 Number each “set.” 

 Some “sets” are identical; some are obviously different; some you must 
study to find the difference.  

 They find a “set” and study the objects to determine if they are the SAME 
or DIFFERENT. 

 They place all the “sets” that are the same in one area and all the “sets” 
that are different in another area. 

 On a sheet of paper, they record the numbers of the “sets” that are the 
same.  They also record the numbers of the “sets” that are different, but 
they also write down how the “set” is different. 
 

 Play with playdough.  They are to create a story (in their minds) using the 
play dough to illustrate it.  They can tell their story to the group at the end of 
the day.  Encourage them to practice telling their story quietly before they tell 
it to the class. 
 

 Make shape creations. 

 Give each kid a page of triangles, rectangles, squares, circles, hexagons, 
etc.  They cut out the shapes. 

 Have them make a picture, laying out the shapes and then gluing them on 
a blank piece of paper.  
 

 Work on a collage of what or who they want to be when they grow up.  Have 
them cut out pictures from a magazine.  Encourage them to dream of how 
they will reach their goal.  Have them think of how family, career, community, 
and church will help them reach their goals. 
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 Play in the game center. 

 Smell Game 

 Collect a lot of small bottles - prescription containers work great.  

 Number each “container.” 

 Place inside each “container” a substance that as an odor.
 Suggestions: lemon juice, pepper, extracts lotions, vinegar, 

                                                    coffee, tea, perfumes, toothpaste, onion, garlic, leeks, etc. 

 Check containers to make sure that the “fragrance” is still 
identifiable.  

 The players are given a numbered sheet of paper, as many 
numbers as you have containers. 

 Each player opens a container, smells the contents, and writes 
next to the appropriate number what he thinks he has smelled. 

 Some odors may be new to the kids.  When all the kids have had 
a chance to play the smell game, talk about the different 
substances with the whole group.   

 Then have the kids try again but change the numbers on the 
containers. 
 

 Match number to object 

 Make two sets of cards.  One set has objects/shapes on them, 
while the other set has numbers written on them. 

 Mix the cards up and lay them face down on the table/floor. 

 A player turns over two cards.  

 If the cards match, she picks the cards up. 

 If the cards do not match, she turns them back over and tries to 
remember which ones they are. 

 The second player takes his turn. 

 If a player picks up a match, his turn continues until he picks cards 
that don’t match. 

 The winner is the one who has the most cards in his/her hand at 
the end of the game. 
 
 

 Go to the Listening Center. 

 Listen to different kinds of music and rate them from one to ten, which 
they like the most.  They must have a reason for their rating.  Have a 

variety of music selections: classical, pop, gospel, rock-n-roll, hip-hop, 

country, hymns, Christian pop. 
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 Day Eleven through Twelve 
 

 Do the same as Day Ten, rotating the kids to a different activity each day. 

 By the end of Day Twelve, you should have been able to test all of the kids. 
 

 Day Thirteen 
 

 Have kids work on their math levels. 
 

 Day Fourteen 
 

   Listen to the music together and discuss why they like the different kinds of 
  music.  Music Appreciation 1A. 

 

 

 

 


